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N DIRECTOR Hanna Bergholm’s

“Hatching,” a young gymnast, seeking comfort from her

domineering and perfectionist mother, nurtures an egg

that hatches into a disquieting human-bird hybrid. ¶

The Finnish body horror, out on VOD, stars newcomer

Siiri Solalinna as Tinja, a meek 12-year-old girl who

struggles to live up to the high standards set for her by

her mother, a mommy vlogger with a hint of coldness

lurking beneath her hyperfeminine veneer. 

“I think what Tinja

feels from her mother is

that her love is not quite

genuine,” Bergholm said.

“She’s trying to act in a

loving way, but there’s

always something a little

bit more that Tinja

should do in order to gain

the love. And it seems

that because the mother

is acting charming, it

must be Tinja’s fault and

there must be something

wrong with her. That kind

of breaks her, in a sense.”

An official Sundance

Film Festival selection,

“Hatching” was born out

of a nightmare that

screenwriter Ilja Rautsi

had about an evil twin

causing mayhem and

leaving him to take the

blame. He and Bergholm

expanded the story to

include themes of moth-

erhood, perfectionism,

puberty and suppression.

The filmmakers audi-

tioned 1,200 girls across

Finland before landing on

Solalinna for the lead

role. “She had never

acted anywhere before,

not even in school plays,”

said Bergholm. “From

the very beginning I really

felt that she was very

comfortable in front of

the camera. Not trying to

pretend, very genuine

and very good at throw-

ing herself into any kind

of emotion.”

The Times caught up

with Bergholm to discuss

the movie’s twists and

turns and answer some

lingering questions you

might have after watch-

ing.

What made you want to
tell this story?

It all started with the

screenwriter, Ilja Rautsi.

We met at a directors and

screenwriters speed-

meeting event where you

pitch ideas, and he said

that he had in his mind

this one-sentence idea: a

boy hatches a doppel-

gänger out of an egg. I

just felt that was a very

fresh idea, but I really

wanted to change the

lead character into a girl

because I really missed

seeing more stories about

girls and women in film.

So then we basically

started to develop the

whole story from this one

sentence. And I started to

think, “OK, if this girl is

hatching something, for

me it means she’s trying

to hide some of her emo-

tions, some sides of her

character.” And [with the

idea of] hatching, there’s

a theme of motherhood

[as well]. So this idea of a

mother-daughter rela-

tionship came [up] and

[with it], a theme of grow-

ing up.

Why do you associate
hatching with hiding
something?

In the Finnish lan-

guage, hatching is

“hauto.” It kind of means,

like, brooding. So it’s kind

of like hiding something

or brooding something.

Did you draw on any
regional Finnish lore for
the story?

No, actually, there

wasn’t any Finnish fairy

tale or anything that we

adapted, it was just the

original idea. The only

thing that is from old

Finnish culture is the

lullaby that is sung

[called “Aa Aa Allin

Lasta”]. That is a real old,

traditional lullaby which

is quite creepy.

What was it like creating
such a disarmingly femi-
nine villain in the
Mother?

I really enjoyed cre-

ating a villain in a bit of a

different way than you

normally would. In the

whole style of the Mother

and her decorations, I

wanted to put all of those

things that are consid-

ered to be feminine and

lovely like pastel colors,

roses and gold, but

there’s so much of it that

it’s just kind of too much. 

She has this kind of

princess bed and these

very flowy, lovely cos-

tumes and waves in her

hair so she doesn’t look

like the basic evil villain —

but we really wanted to

hint into her sharpness

with her sharp nails and

stiletto heels. When Ilja

and I were developing the

script, it was very inter-

esting trying to find the

right way for the Mother

to talk so that she’s al-

ways smiling and saying

polite and nice things,

but in everything that she

says, there’s kind of a

barb.

How does Tinja’s moth-
ering of the hatchling
compare to her own
mother’s mothering of
her?

I think what Tinja

does is show acceptance

and love to this creature

as she would [wish] that

the Mother would show

to her. Because the

Mother seems to always

be wanting something

more from her daughter

and Tinja is confused

about what it is exactly

that she wants. It seems

like her mother’s love is

always conditional. Then

what hatches is this

creature that is so dis-

gusting and flawed and

deformed that no one

could ever love it — and

yet Tinja says, “You are

beautiful” and accepts

the creature as it is.

Did you base the Moth-
er’s need for external
validation on social
media influencers?

Yeah, I did. And that

was something that

wasn’t there in the first

version of the script. It

was just about a mother

who tries to keep up

appearances of a happy

family. And then I started

to think [about how]

today’s way of keeping up

appearances is social

media. So then I really

wanted her to be an influ-

encer — I watched several

different kinds of family

vlogs and picked ideas

from the best ones.

What was up with the
Mother’s affair with

Tero and why was her
husband so OK with it?

I think the husband is

the kind of person who, if

someone is being bullied,

he tries to cope by

laughing along. He’s

[pretending] that what-

ever happens, all is well

and maybe he tries to

imagine that then every-

thing iswell. I think he’s

also escaping from his

own emotions because

it’s quite hard to be a

grownup and say how you

feel and to stand up and

speak up for yourself. I

think these are all people

who are keeping up ap-

pearances and he is doing

it as well, in his way.

As for the affair, I

think the Mother is a bit

of a sad character. She

seeks the feeling of love,

but my theory is that she

is incapable of feeling

love. Even though she

says, “This is the first

time I’m in love,” I’m not

so sure. So I think she’s

desperately trying to

fulfill some emptiness,

maybe.

What was it like dealing
with the body horror and
visual gags?

That was nice

[laughs]. It [was in-

cluded] when I first

started to develop the

script with Ilja. I think we

have very similar imagi-

nations that tend to go

towards the body horror

style. The whole vomiting

thing came up with me

saying, “It would be good

if the girl would feed the

creature something out of

her own body like her

blood,” and then Ilja said,

“or her vomit.” And then I

was like “Oh, yeah!” Ex-

actly like baby birds and

also like bulimia.

Can you talk about the
uncanny valley aspects
of the film?

I wanted to tell the

whole story through

Tinja’s point of view, and

she feels that she can’t

really understand the

dynamic between her

parents; the whole happi-

ness in the family is some-

what fake. And I really

wanted to create a style

that was not totally a

fairy tale like a Tim Bur-

ton film; it’s kind of real,

but with everything

there’s something off,

there’s something weird.

For example, since I

wanted to show how

lonely Tinja is. We never

see other people on the

streets or in the hospital.

It’s too empty. And we

never hear birds singing

in their yard, only the

neighbor’s yard. And in

gymnastics, we hear the

other girls laughing and

having fun but we’re just

concentrating on Tinja

and her gymnast move-

ments. Also in their

house, everything that

the Mother has deco-

rated is so matching and

so in place that it’s kind of

horrifying. She’s so con-

trolling that even the

flowers inside the flower

pots are dried and dead.

How did you decide what
the doppelgänger would
look like and how it
would evolve over the
course of the movie?

We started to design

the look of the creature in

Finland with two wonder-

ful concept artists, Pet-

teri Mäkinen and Emilia

Lindholm. I showed them

reference images of ano-

rexic girl bodies, crows,

disordered movements

and baby bird skin and

slime. What I really

wanted of this creature

was that, when it hatches,

it’s totally deformed so

it’s the total opposite of

what Mother wants her

perfect gymnast girl to

be. I was describing that

it’s like this smelly teen-

ager that is raging to its

parents and at the same

time just wants to be

loved. But I didn’t want it

to be an evil character, so

I didn’t want it to have

these small predator

eyes, I wanted it to look

kind of innocent. And

then we started all the

different stages of how

that would look like.

I really knew that I

wanted it to be an anima-

tronic puppet when it

hatches out of the egg

because I wanted it to

have a real physical pres-

ence. So I actually

Googled who is the best

animatronic designer in

the world and I found

Gustav Hoegen, who has

done the “Star Wars”

films and “Jurassic

World,” and I contacted

him and he collected a

wonderful team to make

this puppet. Then in the

middle [of the film], there

are a couple of other

actors that are playing it

and in the end it’s Siiri

playing the character

with special effects make-

up by Conor O’Sullivan.

And in the very end when

the face changes, there is

CG effects from Umedia

Belgium.

How did you direct Siiri
in those scenes when
she’s playing the doppel-
gänger?

We had very long

rehearsals with her and

all the actors so that she

would get to know every-

body and wouldn’t be

scared with all of us. And

in those rehearsals, basi-

cally all of us started by

crawling on the floor like

monsters so she would

get over the fear of mak-

ing herself look ridiculous

in front of the grownups. 

We actually had a

stunt coordinator to

design the movements,

but then I realized that

Siiri was naturally so

good at moving and mak-

ing up these ways of

moving herself that I

skipped the coordinator

and just started to crawl

on the floor with Siiri.

And we discussed the

roles and about how

when [the creature] Alli

moves, it’s always a little

bit distorted and also

that Alli is the one who

lets it all out and is show-

ing the sorrow and anger

in an open way while

Tinja is keeping it all

inside. I also explained to

her that Tinja is always

looking at her mother

trying to figure out what

she’s thinking.

What would you say the
underlying message of
the film is?

The biggest message

is that you have to accept

other people and also

yourself fully as you are

with all your flaws. You

can’t just hide and try to

brood all of your darkest

emotions, you have to at

some point control them.

It’s very important to face

your emotions and ac-

knowledge them and

accept that they are

there. And I would say

that the biggest message

is that it’s OK to not be

OK.

TINJA (Siiri
Solalinna)
nurtures a 
mysterious egg.

Andrejs Strokins IFC Midnight

‘Hatching’ horror 
DIRECTOR HANNA BERGHOLM ON DEVELOPING AN UNSETTLING FABLE

DIRECTOR Hanna
Bergholm gets weird.

Mel Melcon Los Angeles Times
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HEN ELLEN DeGENERES launched her daytime talk show,

it felt like a flag planted on lunar terrain. ¶ Six years earlier, the comedian and her

sitcom character had come out, in tandem, in what remains the single best-

known moment in the history of queer television. But as one learns in Steven

Capsuto’s indispensable book, “Alternate Channels,” and “Visible: Out on Televi-

sion,” the extraordinary Apple TV+ docuseries it inspired, that interest soon

waned. ¶ As the news cycle moved on, ABC, which aired “Ellen,” grew uncomfort-

able with its handling of the character’s coming-out process, which it depicted in

sympathetic, radical-for-its-time detail. Almost exactly one year after its name-

sake appeared on the cover of Time, the series was unceremoniously canceled.

At the time, as Karl Rove strived to

turn marriage equality into the “wedge

issue” that would win President

George W. Bush reelection, Ellen’s next

act seemed equally momentous. With

the premiere of “The Ellen DeGeneres

Show” on Sept. 8, 2003, she would drop

in every afternoon on our mothers and

grandmothers — a lesbian in a sweater

vest at the suburban coffee klatch

table — and offer a daily reminder that

queers are fundamentally “normal,” no

threat worth waging an election cam-

paign over.

She would shimmy through the

door Rosie O’Donnell had opened the

year before by coming out in the home

stretch of “The Rosie O’Donnell Show”

to protest a Florida law banning gay

couples from adopting.

DeGeneres would, in short, become

perhaps the most famous LGBTQ

person in America, an Oscar host and

rival to Oprah, icon, omnipresence,

eminence — and in so doing, carry the

banner of queer representation that

she held aloft on “Ellen” into a new and

more hopeful century.

And for a time, she was. She did. But

if you have read this far, you will al-

ready know the moral of this story:

Nothing lasts forever. Which might

just be another way of saying that the

century doesn’t seem so new, or so

hopeful, anymore.

CATEGORY ERRORS

The final chapter of “The Ellen

DeGeneres Show,” set to conclude

Thursday after nearly 20 years on air,

began before this season’s farewell

tour. It began with Buzzfeed’s July

2020 report on allegations of a toxic

workplace culture that belied its

host’s “be kind” mantra, or a follow-up

on sexual misconduct and harass-

ment by executive producers. After

all, DeGeneres’ fall from favor runs

deeper than poor management; such

stories inflicted lasting damage be-

cause they rang true. Here was confir-

mation, after months of public-rela-

tions miscalculations, that De-

Generes was as out of touch as she

appeared. 

Consider Kevin Hart’s appearance

in January 2019, shortly after past

homophobic tweets sunk his chance

to host that year’s Oscars. The seg-

ment performed the rituals of celebri-

ty damage control, with DeGeneres,

“as a gay person,” accepting Hart’s

apology and demanding his reinstate-

ment as the ceremony’s emcee.

But the conversation might be

more striking for what it says about

DeGeneres than what it says about

Hart: Slipping with breathtaking,

almost comic alacrity between per-

formance and personality, the talk

show host’s defense of her guest

hinged not on his decency, his regret,

even their friendship, but on ... his

performance in the movie “The Up-

side.” 

“His movie is so amazing,” she

gushed, by way of defending Hart.

“ ‘The Upside’ is so incredible. He is so

incredible. I’ve seen it twice.” 

To mistake a fellow celebrity’s role in

a $100-million tearjerker for moral

rectitude is a peculiarly Hollywood

brand of category error; it’s as if De-

Generes’ muscle memory for the pro-

motional interview could not adjust to

the demands of the moment. Hart, she

continued, is “one of the smartest

people I know, one of the funniest

people I know. And when you see this

movie, you see the talent and see his

acting ability and what the different

layers of Kevin Hart is.” 

After photographs of DeGeneres

enjoying a Dallas Cowboys game with

former President George W. Bush

sparked a social-media controversy

nine months later, she doubled down

on her impulse to see the personal as

universal. Whether you agree with the

argument that palling around with a

politician is a tacit endorsement of his

opposition to same-sex marriage or

detainee torture program, DeGeneres,

addressing her friendship with Bush

on her show shortly thereafter, chose

to turn the response into a political

statement of her own. 

“Here’s one tweet that I loved,” she

read at one point, adamant that the

photograph contained no ideological

meaning except the self-serving one

she ascribed to it: “Ellen and George

Bush together makes me have faith in

America again.” 

On neither occasion did she address

the merits of the case; indeed, the logic

of her conversation with Hart is tor-

tured to the point of incoherence,

going so far as to proclaim that his

“right” — to host the Oscars — has

been violated. 

“You can’t let them destroy you.

And they can’t destroy you because

you have too much talent. No one can

do that. And for them to stop you from

your dream, from what you wanted to

do and what you have a right to do,

what you should be doing; it’s why they

haven’t found another host,” she said.

“I think it’s perfect that all this hap-

pened. Because there has to be a con-

versation about homophobia. ... And

whatever they did, and whoever’s

trying to hurt you, it brought up you

reminding people that you’re a bigger

person, that you’ve already apolo-

gized.”

Watching the interview now, it’s

easier to see that her problem is not

merely the tension between the smil-

ing host of “be kind to everyone” fame

and the celebrity once described in a

viral tweet thread as “notoriously one

of the meanest people alive.” It is also,

more profoundly, the air of entitlement

that leads a trailblazer of DeGeneres’

stature to sound the same notes a

network executive once might have

about a lesbian comedian coming out

on TV.

“That’s a small group of people

being very, very loud,” she said of

Hart’s “haters,” impugning the ani-

mating logic behind 50 years of

LGBTQ activism in the process. “We

are a huge group of people who love

you and want to see you host the Os-

cars.”

Call it another Hollywood category

error, made all the more insidious in an

age of hyper-partisanship: The show

must go on.

FOOLHARDY TRAINING

What changed, you ask? 

Not DeGeneres, at least not in the

way we might say about an intimate.

She remains as unknowable as ever,

beyond the handful of particulars —

sexual orientation, marital status,

burnished anecdote — she chooses to

reveal. 

No, it’s time that passed, politics

that shifted, history itself that un-

furled, with DeGeneres, for good and

for ill, standing astride the chasm.

From her knowing appearance as “a

lightning rod of sexual controversy” on

“The Larry Sanders Show” in 1996 to

Devin Oktar Yalkin For The Times; source photo: Getty Images

LOTS OF DANCING.

AND MISSTEPS.
HOW ELLEN DEGENERES LOST HER GROOVE AFTER DECADES ON TV

MIKE ANSELL Associated Press

TV HOST Ellen
DeGeneres leaves
behind a thorny
legacy. Below, her
sitcom “Ellen”
with Oprah
Winfrey as guest.
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